Press Release

Git client Tower adds powerful new features
With 100 improvements and new features the popular Git client Tower 2 receives its
biggest update yet.
Berlin, Germany  September 13th, 2016. Today, fournova announces the release of Tower 2.5.
With its biggest update since the launch of version 2, the team introduces new features as well
as 100 improvements to its popular Git client for Mac. The new version ships as a free update
for all existing Tower 2 users.
Revealing the new version, fournova’s CEO Tobias Günther notes: “With today’s release we
have improved every aspect of Tower while always having our primary goal in mind: making our
users more productive. We have been working on this update for most of 2016 and are
incredibly excited to ship it today as a free update to our existing users.”
New features include:
●

tab support: in addition to its support for multiple windows Tower 2.5 now offers tabs for
users who use Apple’s latest operating system macOS Sierra.

●

clone dialog: Tower’s clone dialog now automatically searches on GitHub.com, lets
users choose their preferred cloning protocol, and visually displays the cloning progress.

●

open quickly: the popular Open Quickly dialog has been completely rewritten. It’s now
much faster, more responsive, and more clever.

●

drag and drop: Tower’s widely used drag and drop feature now offers more
functionalities for repository folders.

●

search: bookmarks and services can now be searched.

●

custom service accounts: users can now add accounts for their selfmanaged server.
This makes authentication for your own servers as easy as for the supported code
hosting platforms like GitHub.

The full list of new features, improvements, and fixes is available here.
Tower 2.5 comes as a free upgrade for Tower 2 users. New licenses are available for $79.

fournova also recently announced that Tower will be coming to Windows. Interested users can
now sign up for the beta at www.gittower.com/p/windowsbeta.
For more information about Tower  including a screencast and screenshots  a compact press
kit is available at www.gittower.com/about/press.
About fournova:
fournova is an independent software company from Germany. Founded in 2010 fournova
develops Mac and Windows apps such as the popular Git client Tower, which helps over 70,000
customers from startups to Fortune 100 companies to easily and productively work with the Git
version control system.
Press Kit incl. Screenshots:
https://www.gittower.com/assets/downloads/press/TowerPressKit.zip
Links:
●
●
●
●

Tower website: www.gittower.com

Tower Windows beta: www.gittower.com/p/windowsbeta
Twitter: www.twitter.com/gittower

fournova website: www.fournova.com
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